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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 2334 WADE-Thomas Collection 1872-1921

Correspondence, chiefly between brothers, Francis Marion Wade, Russell County, Kentucky, and Cyrenius Wade while the later was attending school in Elkton, Todd County, Kentucky. The letters contain comments about the school, the town of Elkton, and courting. Numerous receipts for the brothers as well as the Thomas family of Russell County are also included. The letters were typescripted and annotated by Marion Lee Adams.

1 folder. 89 items. Originals, typescripts, and photo.

1988.83.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Adams, Marion Lee
Brown, C. C. – Letter to, 1874
Churches and religious activities – Todd County – Comments about, 1875
Courtship, 1874-1875
Distilling, Illicit – Russell County, 1874-1875
Education – Tuition – Todd County – Relating to, 1874-1875
Elkton – Comments about, 1874-1875
Handy, Riley Dean, 1941-2010 – Letter to, 1988
Horses – Relating to, 1874-1875
Jails – Todd County – Comments about, 1875
Lynchings – Todd County – Comments about, 1875
Recipes – Soap
Russell County – Relating to
Russell County – Religion – Comments about, 1876
Russell County – Tax receipts, 1872-1887
Schools – Todd County
Summers, Noah C. – Comments about, 1875
Temperance – Comments about, 1874
Thomas family
Thomas, Martin Taylor – Letters to, 1885
Union Grove, Missouri – Farms and farming, 1885
Wade, Cyrenius, b. 1852
Wade, Elizabeth (Wilson) – Comments about, 1875
Wade family
Wade, Laura A. (Bolin)
Wade, Laura A. (Bolin) - Photo
Wade, Francis Marion – Correspondence
Wade, Francis Marion - Photo
Wheat, G. K.
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